
Agency PR Manager

A place where the hierarchy is flatter than a pancake, meaning you’re empowered to take charge, 

challenge and whip up some fresh ideas to add to the mix. An environment where your talents are 

celebrated and you’re supported to learn and grow. All wrapped up in a culture that puts your happiness 

and wellbeing in pole position. And yes, we embrace flexible and remote working so whatever works best 

for you is good for us!

Our passion is fired by the rip-roaring feedback we receive from our clients across the globe.

All of which comes down to our fantastic people – people who every day combine their unique talents to create 

showstopping creative and strategically-sound programmes.

You see, we live and breathe our purpose. And that’s what drives us to deliver brilliance every day. Because by  

creating new possibilities so that others can see what’s possible for them, we’re positively transforming the way  

people interact, connect and communicate at work.

With masses of high-profile client wins and oodles of opportunities on the horizon, we’re looking for an experienced 

PR Manager who’ll help us keep grabbing the attention of organisations worldwide. 

If you reckon you’ve got what it takes to blast our brand into the stratosphere and make people across the globe sit 

up and take notice for the right reasons – all while keeping us at the top of the Google rankings – then we’d  love 

to hear from you.

We’re looking for a talented PR Manager to help us spread fantastical vibes about H&H. Someone with natural 

gravitas and pizazz who’ll elevate our reputation even further, supercharge our network and take a lead role in all 

the events we organise, sponsor and speak at. You know how to find an angle for a story and have the tenacity to 

go and get it. With a talent for mesmerising audiences through dazzling copy, engaging blogs, powerful thought 

pieces and attention-grabbing social content, you’ll spread the word about H&H and our revolutionary profiling tool, 

PRINT®. You’ll be able to handle the complexities of our brand across all channels. And you’ll have the confidence 

and drive to bring it to life in the most engaging way. 

Fancy working in an award-winning internal 

communications agency?

Welcome to life at H&H. 

The role



Does the following sound like you?

What to do now?

Skills and experience

• I have PR management experience within an agency or 

working for a corporate organisation.

• My copywriting and PR skills will knock your socks off

• I’m a pro at writing blogs, social media posts and 

thought-pieces  - the kind of stuff that’ll make people 

sit up, listen and take action

• Captivating the right people in the right way is second 

nature to me

• I think strategically, creatively and with a hefty dollop of 

common sense

• I live and breathe social media so I’m totally genned up 

on all the little nuances of different channels 

• I have solid experience of fast-paced agency life 

• Need proof that I’ve built connections, networks and 

attracted the right targets? I can give you that, no probs 

• I have experience in the IC world – and if not then I’m 

blimming excited about the opportunity to dive in and 

get up to speed with the industry

Culture

• I set myself the highest standards and live by them, 

always

• You can be confident I’ll collaborate with others to 

create and deliver the best possible outcomes

• My can-do attitude means I’m super excited about 

taking the initiative and sprinting with it

• Organisation and adaptability are my middle names – 

it’s why I’m super at juggling several priorities at once 

• I get a kick out of deadlines and love working under 

pressure – no matter what’s thrown my way I’ll make it 

happen

•  Sitting around waiting for others to motivate me isn’t 

my bag – I take responsibility for my own initiative and 

happiness

• I’m constantly trying out new things – it’s what feeds 

my natural curiosity, inspires me to think differently and 

supports my growth.

So, are you ready for a new adventure? Can you demonstrate most or all of the above? Then get in touch. If it     

works out and we’re a great fit, we’ll find a package that works for you – which includes some fantastic benefits to 

boot.

Two things:

1. Send us a little video clip (just a minute or so) introducing yourself. Tell us what 

makes you, you, and why you think you’re the person we’re looking for.

2. Shine up your CV and send it along with your video clip to our Jess at talktous@

handhcomms.co.uk.

This could be the best decision you make all year! Salary is on request.


